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Abstract 

This paper presents the development and 
characterisation of a low-cost optical sensor 
module, to be used for localisation. The modules 
contain CMOS sensors found in optical mice with 
modified optics. The sensory data has been 
characterised against distance to objects and image 
quality. We propose a mathematical model to 
transform the sensory data into data suitable for 
sensor fusion. Tests show that the transformation 
successfully removes error bias, and the model also 
allows the variance of residual errors to be 
estimated. This allows data with lower image 
quality to still be useful for estimation, extending 
the useful range of distances of the optical sensor 
module, and allowing more accurate estimation of 
velocity. 

1 Introduction 

Optical flow is the flow of intensity patterns [Horn and 
Schunck, 1980] in consecutive images. This flow occurs due 
to the movement of the imaged object to a static observer or 
vice versa. This property of being able to detect movements 
allows use of optical flow in localisation, particularly in 
mobile robotic applications. 

1.1 Low-cost optical flow sensors 
Several imaging devices can be used to implement optical 
flow techniques. However, until recently optical flow 
sensors have predominantly been standard cameras. These 
cameras typically provide high resolution images, at up to 
30 frames-per-second. The maximum speeds detectable are 
limited by the low frame rate and subsequent image 
processing. 

An alternative to cameras are low-resolution CMOS 
integrated circuits, often used in computer mice. The 
motivating factors behind the use of CMOS image sensors 
are its cheap price, existing industry, relatively low power 
consumption and existing on-chip displacement processing. 

To calculate optical flow, one needs to find image 
correspondence in consecutive frames and calculate the 
displacement per sequence i.e. the velocity. Fortunately 
present CMOS sensor technologies already do both these 
primary processes, assuming a few factors are maintained. 
These factors include sufficient lighting, constant distance 
to imaged surface and movement slower than processing of 
these CMOS sensors, which are typically greater than 1kHz. 
Thus, if one can control the range and accuracy of the 
sensors, they can become a feasible and inexpensive method 
for localization in many motion applications such as 
unmanned vehicles, robot limbs, flight control, medical 
imaging, obstacle avoidance, person tracking and 
manufacturing. 

Griffiths et al. made use of optical mouse sensors for 
the optical flow system in their fixed-wing MAVs [Griffiths 
et al., 2006]. Use of optical mouse sensors at a distance of 
up to 16mm for odometry [Bradshaw et al., 2007] has been 
investigated, achieving a repeatability of at best 1.8% 
standard deviation at 9.5mm distance from a surface, over a 
movement of 127mm. No one has further characterised 
optical mouse sensors operating away from surfaces. 

1.2 Objective 
The long term goal is to achieve 3D localisation by fusing a 
number of optical flow sensors. To move towards this goal, 
we aim for: 
 

1. The development of a cost-effective optical flow 
sensor. 

2. The characterisation and analysis of the developed 
sensor under various conditions. 

1.3 ADNS CMOS circuits 
The development of the optical flow sensor is based around 
the Agilent Technologies ADNS2610 and 2620 optical 
mouse chips, Figure 2. With a small footprint of 10mm 
x12.5mm, inbuilt processing [Avago Technologies, 2008] to 
provide a frame rate of 1500Hz of the 18×18 pixel images, 
the mouse chips[Avago Technologies, 2008], are a suitable 
solution for optical flow sensing.  

The low power ICs are capable of providing three 
main outputs, namely the detected movements in 2 
dimensions and a surface quality number (SQUAL). The 
CMOS chips use feature correspondence to track objects. 
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The level of reliability of this correspondence is 
associated with SQUAL. It is generated by halvin
number of features that the integrated circuit detects.
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Figure 3 The extent in space where objects are in focus

The most important parameters of performance of 
an optical system include the depth of field, and the angle of 
view, shown in Figure 3. They describe the 3D space where 
the sensor’s image of objects
well focused. Outside the depth of field, objects become 
blurred, while the angle of view shows where objects are 
visible. 
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Another performance parameter is the level of light 
required. We have attempted to make the system suitable for 
indoor use. Indoor lighting is comparatively very weak 
compared to natural outdoor light, meaning that the sensor 
should be able to capture images at the lowest possible light 
levels. This can be controlled by increasing the aperture 
size, or the area of the outer lens which captures and focuses 
light onto the sensor. However doing so also reduces the 
depth of field, which is important for general use. The 
reduction results from larger apertures creating more blur 
when the lenses do not focus light perfectly, as is the case 
when objects deviate from the nominal focal distance. The 
light levels required and the depth of field cannot 
simultaneously be improved arbitrarily, so it is a 
compromise between the two, and the only way to improve 
both is with a more sensitive CMOS sensor. The ADNS 
chips used requires a minimum light intensity of 80mW/m2 
on the sensor, or around 0.1µW. 

Based on our analysis of the parameters of the 
optical system which affect the optical performance, we 
have opted for a telephoto lens setup, which involves two 
lenses, an outer convex lens, and an inner concave lens, 
positioned as shown in Figure 1, primarily to allow a much 
smaller optical system. A single lens can be used to achieve 
an equivalent performance as in [Griffiths et al., 2006], but 
the space required to do so can be much larger, whereas 
many applications, especially for robotic localisation, have 
limited space. Telephoto lenses tend to result in small angles 
of view, which is desirable, as large visible areas mean that 
different parts of the image are more likely to flow optically 
in different ways. 

The properties of an optical system can be analysed 
through ray-tracing of light as shown in Figure 1. 

3 System experimentation and results  

3.1 Experiments to develop a telephoto mouse 
module 

To verify the telephoto lens 
model, and the concept of using a 
mouse sensor to take images at a 
distance, an initial prototype was 
constructed on an optical bench 
(shown in Figure 3), courtesy of 
equipment from the Auckland 
Bio-Engineering Institute. The 
prototype consisted of aspherical 
condenser lens with 27mm focal 
length, and a biconcave lens with 
-100mm focal length. By 
positioning the lenses at different 
distances relative to the ADNS chip, different ranges of 
depth of field can be obtained. Initial images acquired 
appeared suitable, for example as seen in Figure 5. We also 
attempted to verify that the depth of field was reasonable for 
practical use. 

3.2 Verification of depth of field 
The lenses were nominally positioned at da=11.1mm, and 
db=29.8mm, giving a calculated depth of field of 428mm to 

489mm based on estimated internal characteristics of the 
ADNS chip. The calculated values are very inaccurate, due 
to uncertainty in placement, and high sensitivity in the 
optical system. However, SQUAL above 80 (which is a 
typical minimum for good sensor data) could be obtained 
for distances from around 400mm to 450mm, Figure 6, thus 
showing that the concept was feasible. 

 
Figure 6 SQUAL against distance showing depth of field of 
prototype 

4 Design verification on a compact prototype 

The sensor and optical system described earlier was 
redesigned as a more compact and mobile module for 
further testing as shown in Figure 7. The design allowed the 
lens spacing to be adjusted via the slots shown. This 
resulted in the lens system being adaptable to different 
optical requirements.  

 
Figure 7 Mobile prototype 

The depths of field of sensors with slightly different 
lens locations are shown in Figure 8. Configuration A was 
selected for the remaining analysis. 
All components of the compact prototype were sourced with 
the low-cost objective in mind. Plastic lenses, although 
inferior to those made from glass were obtained for less than 
4NZD each. The total parts cost for a complete module is 
less than 30NZD.  
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4.1 Experiments to characterise the prototype 
Experiments were conducted using a KUKA serial robot, 
providing ground truth motion. The prototype module was 
mounted to the end-effector of the robot arm, Figure 9. 
 

 
Figure 9 Experimental setup with KUKA robot 

A test pattern using fractals was used to remove 
effects due to features size. The designed fractal, as shown 
in Figure 10, was based on Sierpinski’s triangles. Thus, the 
sensor sees the same type of pattern, regardless of the object 
distance and angle of view.  

Lighting was supplied by a 75W bulb placed 
within 500mm of the surface. Assisted lighting is necessary 
for the current design and chosen depth of field, as indoor 
ambient light is insufficient for the sensor. The high power 
light source was chosen to remove lighting conditions from 
the present study. Low power and mobile light sources are 
discussed in Section 4.3. 

The experiment was conducted as follows: 
 

1. The robot’s end-effector was commanded to track 
4 linear movements, Figure 11, at constant speed 

and height above the test 
pattern. Any acceleration 
and deceleration was 
trimmed from the data. 

2. Movements were repeated 
at different heights at 
20mm increments from 
100mm to 400mm. 

3. Tests were made at 0.1m/s 
and 0.2m/s 

4. A third test was made with a low contrast (25%) 
test pattern on part of the area 

 

 

4.2 Results and analysis 
All data was normalized to base SI units and sampled at 
25Hz. To verify the correctness of the models presented, the 
data was split into training data (samples at heights 100mm, 
and in 40mm increments), and test data (at heights 120mm, 
and in 40mm increments). 

Sensor Angular Offset 
The sensor’s frame of reference was offset at an angle from 
the KUKA robot’s frame of reference; therefore, this was 
calibrated out first. The expected angle (the sensor was 
placed at) was 135°. Calibration was completed on training 
data by using non-linear parameter estimation on the 
equation: 
 mod�atan2	
�����, �
������ � � � 

atan2���, ��� � �, 2�� � � � 0�� (1) 

 
where �	represents the relative sensitivity between sensor’s 
x and y directions (which may be caused by inaccuracies in 
alignment of optics), and � represents the angular offset. 
These were estimated in Table 1. 
  
Table 1 Estimation for Calibration of Angle 

Parameter Estimate 95% Confidence Interval �  1.13 [1.12,1.15] 
�  134.8° [134.5°,135.0°] 

Therefore, angular alignment of the sensor was as 
expected. The estimated �=1.13 is probably due to 
misalignment of the direction that the sensor is facing, such 
that it is not exactly perpendicular to the plane in which 
ground truth motion is measured. The � found is used to 
transform the data. However, the models presented later do 
not require transformation with	�. 

(1) ∆x=-0.5mm 

(2) ∆x=0.5mm 

(3) ∆(x,y)=(-0.3,0.3)m 

(4) ∆(x,y)=(0.3,-0.3)m 

Figure 11 Four KUKA movements at each height 
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Basic Model - Characterisation of Distance 
 The concept of angle of view, suggests a 
relationship between the pixels per second (c) sensed, the 
true speed of movement in metres per second (v), object 
distance in metres (d), and error (e): 
 
 �� = ������ + �� + �� (2) 
 
where A and B are parameters to be found. We are also 
aware that the SQUAL (surface quality number) obtained 
from the mouse chip is an indication of accuracy of data, 
and lower surface quality numbers indicate increased 
underestimation of movement. Empirical evidence from 
prior observations indicates that meaningful and accurate 
movement data can be obtained at SQUAL of 80 or above. 
Using only samples with SQUAL≥80 in the training data, 
the parameters for x and y directions were estimated in 
Table 2. 
 
Table 2 Estimation of Parameters of Basic Model 

Parameter Estimate 95% Confidence Interval ��/10
�  1.16 [1.09,1.23] 

��/10
�  2.78 [2.57,2.99] 

��/10
�  0.868 [0.663,1.07] 

��/10
�  3.17 [2.60,3.73] 

 
 The r2 statistic was 0.293 for the x direction, and 
0.175 for the y direction. Measurement noise reduces the 
correlation, especially where the speed during 
experimentation is lower (in the y-direction). 

Using the model, it is possible to plot a graph 
showing the detection error at different quality numbers, 
after accounting for distance. A normalized error is plotted 
in Figure 12 as: 
 �̂� = ��(��� + �)/�� (3) 
 

 
Figure 12 Proportion of motion detected by sensor 

The plot clearly shows that at high quality 
numbers, the motion detected is correct, but there is 
significant underestimation at low SQUAL. There is some 
variability even at high quality numbers. Much of this is 
attributed to quantisation error, as the movement detected is 

quantified as pixels of movement. The error shown is per 
sample, so if a mean is taken over time, a much better 
estimate may be obtained. The data points in Figure 12 with 
SQUAL≥80, which occur when there is ideal illumination 
and test pattern, have a standard deviation of 8.87%. 

Refined Model – Characterisation of Quality (SQUAL) 
To investigate the underestimation of motion at 

low SQUAL, a mean estimated/actual motion is calculated 
for each SQUAL. The results, along with a smoothed mean, 
are shown in Figure 13. 

 
Figure 13 Mean estimation of motion 

 The smoothing was by multiple passes of the 
Savitzky-Golay filter. This was followed by linear 
interpolation of adjacent local maxima to obtain a 
monotonically increasing curve. By obtaining this curve, 
underestimation bias can be removed at low SQUAL.
 Assuming that for each constant SQUAL value Q, 
there is a fixed proportion of the movement detected 
described by the function P(Q), equation (1) can be refined 
to become, with 
� = SQUAL of sample �: 
 
 �� = ������ + ��

��
�� + �� (4) 

  
In addition, the variance of the estimation can be estimated 
by assuming this effect in sensing motion. In sensing of 
magnitude	��, each small amount of movement has the 
probability ��
�� of being sensed. Therefore, a binomial 
distribution indicates that	������ = ��
 ∝ ���1 − ��
���. 
A constant error was also added to allow for other sources 
of error, so variance of the estimation can be approximated 
as: 
 
 

Var ������� + ��
��
�� � = 

�����1 − ��
���+ �� ���� + �
��
�� �� 

(5) 

 
 For preliminary analysis, we attempted to define 
the function	��
� = (1 − ��). However, no benefit was 
found because it did not fit the curve well enough. 
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 For optimal correction, we set ���� �����: ���� � smoothed mean curve from Figure 13. 
 To estimate the parameters	�� , ��,  � , !�, �� , ��,   �, !�, each direction of movement was estimated 
separately. Estimation was recursive, with � and � 
parameters estimated together, while   and	!, were 
estimated together with the equation: 
 
 Varestimated $

��%
 � ��

���
� & � 

$

��%
 � ��
���
� � '
&

�

 

(6) 

 
 The equations are linear – however, using low 
SQUAL samples with high variance requires inverse-
variance weighted regression. Therefore, current values of 
all parameters are required to estimate variance, making the 
estimation non-linear, and requiring recursive application of 
both parameter estimation equations. This process is shown 
below: 

 
 Because the underlying model is non-linear, 
convergence may not be guaranteed, and there are a number 
of locally optimal parameters at unreasonable values, 
therefore, a good algorithm for determining the next 
parameters to estimate, and learning rate, is necessary to 
reach convergence. 

The estimated parameters in  
Table 3 only used samples with SQUAL>=25, because 
samples at low SQUAL have higher variance, and therefore 
there are insufficient samples to estimate for that range 
accurately. They also induced more instability in the non-
linear model. 
 
Table 3 Estimation of Parameters of Refined Model 

Parameter Estimate 95% Confidence Interval ��/10�  1.13 [1.10,1.17] 
��/10��  2.75 [2.67,2.84] 
 �  36.8 [20.1,53.5] 
!�  285 [215,355] 
��/10�  1.04 [0.981,1.09] 

��/10��  2.60 [2.44,2.75] 

 �  59.9 [47.2,72.6] 

!�  140 [108,172] 

The weighted R2 statistic was 0.718 when 
estimating A and B in the x direction and 0.635 in the y 
direction. R2 is higher, indicating a good fit with data over a 
wider range of image quality. 
 Note that �	��/10�, ��/10��� � �1.12,2.93� 	~ ���/10�, ��/10���, consistent with the estimated � from 
Table 1 indicating that the refined model can model the data 
accurately, even down to SQUAL=25. There is also good 
agreement in the x-direction with the basic model (Table 2). 
The y-direction is less accurate because fewer of the KUKA 
affect the sensors y-direction. 

Accuracy of refined model 
The accuracy of the model was tested on separate test data 
in 2 ways. Firstly, the mean must be unbiased. Figure 15 
and Figure 16 show that the refined model ���� � ���� has 
an unbiased mean (ideally estimated/actual=1) for 
SQUAL≥25, compared to the dropping off in the basic 
model at lower SQUAL. There is more noise in the graphs 
at very high SQUAL, due to the lower number of samples. 
It also prevents a good estimation of the confidence 
intervals. 

 
Figure 15 Accuracy of estimation of speed in x-direction 

 
Figure 16 Accuracy of estimation of speed in y-direction 

 The second important factor is accurate estimation 
of the variance in error. This was checked by calculating a 
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normalized error – the error normalized by the standard 
deviation estimated: 
 

�̂� =
������ + ����
�� − ��
�Varestimated

 (7) 

 

 
Figure 17 P(q)=f(x) variance estimation accuracy in x-direction 

 
Figure 18 P(q)=f(x) variance estimation accuracy in y-direction 

 
Figure 19 P(q)=1 x-direction standard deviation against quality 

Figure 17 and Figure 18 show that the estimation 
of variance is accurate, with the 1 standard deviation band 
hovering around +/-1 (the ideal positions) for SQUAL≥25, 
for both x and y directions. The rows of sample points found 
in the plots are artefacts from quantisation of	�. 

In comparison, without the correction from 
estimating variance, Figure 19 shows how the actual 
variance of the sample rises for low SQUAL, even above 
SQUAL≥25. 

Other factors affecting model 
Further tests were made to investigate whether there are any 
other un-modelled effects.  These include: 
 

• Speed of motion, which may occur due to non-
linearities, since motion is modelled as having a 
proportional effect. 

• Distance to object, currently modelled as a linear 
effect 

• Coupling of motion, comparisons between 
movement affect a single direction, and movement 
affect both sensor directions 

 

 
Figure 20 Mean error in x-direction at different speeds and 
directions of motion (No confidence intervals for clarity) 

 
Figure 21 Mean error in x-direction at near and far distances 
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No evidence of un-modelled effects was found. 
Figure 20 shows no bias in mean error at the 2 different 
speeds – 0.1 and 0.2ms-1. When comparing between 
primarily x movement, and 45° angle component of speed in 
x, no bias can be found either. 

To check for residual, un-modelled effects due to 
distance to object, the test data was split into 2 parts, one for 
nearer than the distance at which the average SQUAL is 
highest, and one for further than that. Therefore, the near 
portion contains distances up to 277mm, and the far portion 
starts from 317mm. Figure 21 shows that both sets of 
distances show no evidence of mean bias down to SQUAL 
of 25. 

Useful distance range of sensor 
The useful range of distances for which the sensor can give 
useful data is increased with the refined P(q)=f(q) model. 
The usefulness can be measured based on the contribution 
which it would make when fusing data. The weighting is the 
inverse of the variance. Therefore, assuming a certain 
movement speed, the average weight obtained by all 
samples of SQUAL measured at each distance can be found. 
For the sensor analysed, Figure 22 shows how the 
usefulness of the sensor changes with distance. It also shows 
that the refined model is more useful, over a larger range of 
distances, because fewer samples are discarded. 

 
Figure 22 Average usefulness of sensor in x-direction against 
distance, assuming c=250 pixels.s-1 

4.3 Additional tests and analysis 

Maximum velocity 
The sensor was not tested for its maximum velocity, as it is 
important to obtain also an accurate ground truth. However, 
subsequent experiments have reached 0.6ms-1 without 
indication of saturation. 
 Based on the ADNS-2610 datasheet [Avago 
Technologies, 2008], the sensor used as a mouse, has a 
maximum velocity of 12 inches per second, with a 
resolution of 400cpi, from which the size of the square 
surface visible to the mouse is estimated at 1.1 by 1.1mm. 
We have measured the size of the surface visible to the 
sensor, at a distance of 275mm, which was a 9.5mm by 
9.5mm square.  Therefore, the estimated maximum velocity 
for this setting is 2.5ms-1. 

Surface texture 
The test pattern used for testing was almost ideal. In reality, 
the test pattern may not have high contrast at all scales. 
Therefore, we tested a few other patterns. 

We have found that the exact shape of features is 
not important. A document, with text, is sufficient to 
localise upon. As long as there are some visible features in 
the image, there should be no problems with detection of 
movement. Plain or blank surfaces, such as white paper is 
therefore insufficient. Surfaces which are not specifically 
designed for localisation, such as gravel, has given 
reasonable results. 

Because the sensor operates by measuring optical 
flow, surfaces which cause the patterns of light intensity to 
behave differently, will result in inaccurate measurements. 
Therefore, the sensor operates best on Lambertian surfaces. 
Specular reflection from the surface will impact the 
measurements. 

Lighting 
A large amount of light was used from a 75W lamp for the 
compact prototype. For mobile robot applications with 
limited power, we investigated other light sources. Because 
the area visible by the sensor is small, we tried a focused 
laser, with an illuminated diameter not much larger than the 
visible area, and found that it was sufficient to obtain a 
SQUAL up to 100 on a gravel surface, when illuminated at 
an angle, or 60-70 when illuminated aligned with the sensor 
direction. The power consumed by the laser was a mere 
0.22W. The greater SQUAL at an angle may be attributed to 
the additional shadows cast by the gravel contributing to 
detectable image features. 

5 Conclusions 

We have developed a compact optical sensor module for 
motion detection at a distance, and in particular have: 
 

• Developed low-cost (30NZD) optical flow sensor 
with a lens assembly which can be adjusted for 
different depths of field 

• Analysed the relationship between actual motion, 
movement pixels detected by the sensor, distance 
to object/target, SQUAL (quality number given by 
mouse chip) and movement speed for estimation of 
actual motion by the mouse sensor 

• Constructed a model of the variance to estimate the 
error of each time sample, making it possible to 
weight samples from multiple sensors and over 
time effectively 

• Estimated parameters for a model making the 
optical sensor useful for surface/image quality 
(SQUAL) down to 25, significantly increasing the 
useful depth of field of the sensor 

• Found no evidence of further un-modelled effects 
due to distance to object, speed of motion (not 
tested to saturation), or the direction of motion. 

6 Future Work 

We anticipate that the successful estimation of motion by a 
single optical sensor module, and estimation of variance of 
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each sample will allow us to investigate fusion of data with 
many sensors operating simultaneously, and generate more 
accurate estimation of motion. 
 Where multiple sensors are calibrated to detect 
motion most successfully in different conditions, such as 
object distance or movement speed, accurate motion 
estimation may be achieved when transitioning between 
these. 
 Further investigations may be made into other 
factors which may affect detection of motion, such as: 
 

• Feature size 
• Feature pattern 
• Other lighting conditions 
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